Book a Singapore Stopover Holiday

You may book a Singapore Stopover Holiday via singaporeair.com (Manage Booking only)

Alternatively, bookings can be made through your local Singapore Airlines or SilkAir office or travel agent.
How to create an itinerary eligible for Singapore Stopover Holiday packages
1. Click on “Multi-City / Stopover” to create an itinerary.
2. Select your flight origin and destination, and make sure you fly via Singapore.

Note that stopover packages are not available on singaporeair.com for inbound segments originating from China, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan, and Thailand. For passengers originating from those countries, please check with your local Singapore Airlines or SilkAir office or travel agent.
3. During Flight Selection, don’t forget to choose eligible flights, such as those operated by Singapore Airlines (SQ 3-digit numbers) or SilkAir (MI 3-digit numbers). Details on eligible flights can be found here.
4. Continue with your booking and complete payment.

Note that The Great Singapore Airlines Getaway packages are only available via Manage Booking.
How to add a Singapore Stopover Holiday to an existing booking (via Manage Booking)
1. Start by retrieving your existing flight booking.
2. Scroll to bottom of page to find add-on for Singapore Stopover Holiday and click “Add” button.
If you wish to have an early check-in (before 12pm) or late check-out (after 6pm), please check the respective box. An additional night’s stay will be added to your booking.
4. Select your preferred hotel from a list of available hotels. Adjust the slider or sort by price to find the promo rates.

Note that there are different packages available:
• BSSH: Basic Singapore Stopover Holiday packages
• SSH/SSE: Singapore Stopover Holiday packages
• SSHGC/SSEGC: The Great Singapore Airlines Getaway packages

The promo rate of S$1 is applicable for selected hotels for the first night, on a twin sharing basis only (ie 2 passengers x 1 double room)
5. You may select these additional requests for your hotel stay; do note that these are subject to availability.
6. Review your Singapore Stopover Holiday charges and click ‘Continue’ to complete payment.
7. A booking confirmation will be sent to your email. Please print this email confirmation and follow the arrival instructions when you arrive in Singapore.